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Apat
hy
Rule
s
OK!!
Some of this year’s winners
NHS involved in Summer Competition
A severe case of lethargitis broke out in the Robertsbridge area last month. The local NHS Epidemiological
Unit stated that the outbreak was mainly restricted to
the ‘Advanced’ Section of the Wealden Woodturners
Summer Competition. Normally there would be 15 or
16 entrants in this section. This year we were only able to muster 3 competitors. Apathy has set in.
It would be wrong to identify any one particular sufferer but one member was heard to utter the words
“ I just couldn’t be bothered”. Obviously a severe case, urgent treatment required. Deal with it Briggsy!!

Competition

First

Second

Third

Novice

Sandra Day

Gaya Taylor

Kevin Head

Intermediate

Lynn Chambers

Bill Shepherd

Peter Hawes

Advanced

Dave Ward

Peter Castle

John Turner

Beecham Cup
Bill Thurlow
Cup

John Turner Dave Ward
Richard Haselden Peter Castle

Richard Haselden
Lynn Chambers

What a spread….
Our partners did us proud this year. An abundance of food made for a
resplendent display. Perhaps we should have a competition, judged by all,
to determine which plate would create the highest level of salivation.
Respect to the BBQ team too, they really have got it weighed right now.
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Audio/Visual update….
You will no doubt recall that, in the last exciting instalment, we had got precisely no-where. Since then we
have explored further, i.e. approached more companies and a message on the AWGB Forum seeking advice from fellow turners in other clubs who have gone
through the same dilemma.
A positive response at last. On the forum it was suggested that we should contact a particular company
who had been most helpful for a northern club.
An email was sent to the company and not a dickie
bird since. What do you have to do to get them to take
our money? Back to square one.
You will also recall that we had asked the hall committee to show us their system and they did not show
up……….well, we have since managed to meet them and
the system already installed in the hall may be suitable.
We will set up their system at the next meeting. Bill
will be bringing his as well…. so it’s decision time!!
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Chairman
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Comp. Secretary
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Allan Beecham 01424 812 407
Maggie Wright 01580 753 175
Morris Ekins 01424 845 195
Kevin Head
01424 753 959
Peter Castle 01435 883 435
Dave Rogers 01424 430 927
Mick Briggs 01424 447 307
David Spice
01424 425 975

Date of next Meeting:
Sunday 16th September
Demonstration by
Kevin Hutson

